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Year 2 Home Learning
Learning Log: Pack 3
Support for Home Learning can be found at Y.2@arkbentworthprimary.org
Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following:
DB Primary
https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/
Mathletics
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

However, we recommend that this is in addition to the times below.
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum.
Children should read for 20 minutes daily. Free online books can be found on
oxford owl.

Reading

Children should read the Earthquake and Fish texts provided, they can receive
support in the decoding of words where needed. They should have a go at
independently answering the questions. The questions can be marked by going
back and finding the evidence in the text. They can underline and circle any
information in the text that helps them to answer the questions.
In pack 4, children will be writing about living things and how they adapt to
their habitat. The fish text is helpful as it makes reference to this, you could
discuss the facts with your child to help them to remember them.
Children should complete the personal pronouns sheet attached first, this will
support them in their writing for this pack.
After this, your child should use the photos given to sequence the story of The
Hare and the Tortoise. They will write it in their own words, please see my
example for support. They do not need to include every detail of the story, they
might even add details from variations of the story they have heard or from a
cartoon version we have watched in class. (This will help them when they come to
re-tell the story from a different perspective in pack 4)

Writing

Finally, they will edit my text changing the pronouns from the point of view of
Hare or Tortoise. They can follow my example to help them. This activity will
help them to tell a story from one person’s perspective. Once this is finished,
they should re-write a paragraph or two with the new changes, this will help
them to find the voice for that character.
For handwriting please either support your child with their letter formation or
if I advised you at parents evening that they could begin joining, please support
your child with the ‘ed’, ‘eg’ and ‘ac’ joins. My examples are attached and there
will be a video on DB primary, in the year 2 blog to demonstrate this.
I have also attached a glossary with terminology used in the teaching of writing.
Please keep this for further reference, as it will be needed in later packs.

Aiming High, Achieving Together

In maths, we have been learning about fractions. I have attached an information

sheet that will help with the teaching of fractions. The worksheets for the
lessons that I would have been teaching are attached, I have included examples
on the worksheets. Please complete them in the order stated (numbers at the top
of the page, e.g. 1a, 1b for lesson 1)
Maths

Spelling

The wider
Curriculum

After this, there is an arithmetic mini-test for your child to complete
independently. These are all questions that we complete weekly in school, so
they will be familiar with them. However, they have only recently started to
calculate fractions of quantity (e.g. half of 10) so they might need some support.
This can be marked together and your child can correct any mistakes with a
different colour pen.
Spelling will be uploaded weekly onto DB Primary, this will roll on a
Wednesday to Wednesday basis (apart from Easter holidays). However, general
spelling practice can be found on DB.
Your child can practise their common exception words by writing them out.
They can also put them into sentences to aid their understanding.
Science- we are learning about carnivores, herbivores and omnivores in
science. Ask your child to complete the worksheet provided, they will need to
research the living thing to find out what they eat, they can use kiddle to do this
(a child friendly version of google) and then they will need to cut and stick the
living thing in the correct place. They can also watch videos to help them to
decide where to place them (I would recommend watching the video ahead as
some can be quite upsetting for younger children).
Please google ‘BBC bitesize- what is a food chain’ and watch the clip (KS1). Then
ask your child to complete the food chain worksheet, they will need to conduct
some research to do this. Any extra food chains can be completed in a writing
book or on a separate piece of paper.
Dublin Zoo are live streaming some of the animals they have, this includes
feeding times. Your child could watch some of the clips they have on their
website to learn more.
Humanities- learn all about the Arctic and Antarctic with David Attenborough
by reading the fact file attached. I will also be posting some links to educational
clips to support this.
Art-draw the Tortoise and the Hare. Practise drawing out animal patterns, use
the box below the image to do this.

Extra
Activities
Websites

Help your parent/career to do the washing.
Help your parent/carer to do some spring cleaning.
The following websites are offering a variety of resources free to parents:
- www.twinkl.co.uk./offer (Code: UKTWINKLHELPS)
- https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/primary/zd7p47h
- https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
- https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/
- https://www.kiddle.co/
- https://www.dublinzoo.ie/
- https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize

Many thanks for your continued support,
Miss Squillaci
Year 2 Teacher
Aiming High, Achieving Together

For parents/carers

Maths- Fractions unit

You can make this visual to them
by halving an orange or a slice of
bread. Always refer back to the
point of two equal parts.
You could push their understanding
by asking them 'is there another way
I could halve this?'
Please remind your
child that when we half
we are sharing the
whole into two equal
hole
parts. We can do this w
by using a part-whole
model.

You could also incorrectly halve
an object and ask them why the
parts do not show a half. This will
link back to the parts always being
equal.

part
part

Please remind your child that
when we divide into thirds we
are sharing the whole into three
equal parts. We can do this by
using a part-whole model.

Please remind your child
that when we divide into
quarters we are sharing the
whole into four equal parts.
We can do this by using a
part-whole model.

You can make this visual to them
by cutting a slice of bread into
three equal parts. Always refer
back to the point of three equal
parts.

4

16

4
4
4

You can make this visual
to them by cutting an
apple into four equal parts.
Always refer back to the
point of four equal
parts.

You could push their
understanding by asking them
'why can I not cut an apple into
three equal parts?' (the parts
will not be equal)

You could push their understanding by
showing them that 2 quarters is the
same as 1 half. This can be shown
through the apple being cut in half and
half again. Then you can show half of
the apple alongside of the 2 quarters.

1a

Finding quarters
Your turn...

A quarter means 1 of 4 equal
parts. When we think about
fractions the parts must be
equal!

12
This is how we write 1
quarter as a fraction.

of 12=

We can divide (share or group)
a whole number into 4 equal
parts. This means we are finding 1 quarter.

20
8
of 20=

28

of 28=

Here I have divided 8 into 4
equal parts. I can look at 1 of
those parts to tell me

of 8= 2

1b

Finding halves
Your turn...

A half means 1 of 2 equal
parts. When we think about
fractions the parts must be
equal!

12
This is how we write 1
half as a fraction.
Of 12=

We can divide (share or group)
a whole number into 2 equal
parts. This means we are finding 1 half.

22
6
Of 22=

16

Of 16=

Here I have divided 6 into 2
equal parts. I can look at 1 of
those parts to tell me

of 6= 3

2a

1

1

1

2

Numerator
1 equal part is
Denominator
There are 2
equal parts

1
Numerator

1

2

2 equal parts

1
1

4

Denominator
There are 4
equal parts

We can remember the names for fractions by doing a
horizontal line with our arm saying ‘vinculum’. Then on
top of that we can move our hand to show ‘numerator’
and below for ‘denominator’ I always remember denominator as ‘D’ for ‘Down’.

2b

Your turn...

Numerator
____ equal parts
are highlighted.

2

Denominator
There are ____
equal parts
altogether.

Numerator
____ equal parts
are highlighted.

4

Denominator
There are ____
equal parts
altogether.

3a

Identify the fraction from looking at the shapes.

2

One half
2 equal parts= Half
3 equal parents= Third
4 equal parts= Quarter

One third

4

One quarter

3b
Unit and non-unit fractions
Example:
a) There are 3 equal parts.
One part is shaded – this is one third of the whole shape. The fraction one third of the
whole shape is this one:
Two parts of the whole shape are not shaded – this is two thirds of the
whole shape. The fraction two thirds is this one:

Match the frac on to the shape.

I am looking at the shape circled in blue. There are 4 equal parts and 3 are shaded the
frac on for the shaded parts is
three quarters
There are 4 equal parts and 1 is unshad‐ed, the fraction for
the unshaded part is one quarter
If I add those parts together it makes a whole!

3c

Look at each shape and identify the fraction next to it.

Tick the fraction shown. Explain to someone at home why you
are correct.

4a

Explore these statements using my example
to help you. Write them into your maths book
or workbook.
EXAMPLE: One quarter of 12 is
the same as one quarter of 16.

One quarter of 8 is the greater
than one half of 8.

This is FALSE.

12

of 12 = 3

16

16

One third of 9 is less than
one quarter of 16.
9

8

of 16= 4

One half of 6 is less than
one quarter of 16.

6

8

16

One quarter of 8 is the same
as one half of 4.

8

4

One half of 10 is greater
than one third of 12.
10

12

5a

I have a video example on DB primary to support with this. Please watch it
first.

Use three colours to colour this flag.
Each colour must fill

of the flag.

Total number of
squares in the
flag.

Share them equally
into 3 parts (thirds)

24
Use a diﬀerent colour to
represent each part on
your flag.

Use four colours to colour this flag.
Each colour must fill

of the flag.

5b
Design the flag by colouring half of it
with one colour.

Design the flay by colouring each
third a different colour.

6a
Identify the fraction represented by the shape.

7a

See DB primary video to support with this.
1) Daddy Bear’s enormous scarf is 8 m long.
Mummy Bear’s scarf is

the length of

Daddy Bear’s. Baby Bear’s scarf is

the

length of Daddy Bear’s.

Mummy Bear’s scarf is ___________long.
Baby Bear’s scarf is ____________ long.

2) Daddy Bear’s ear is 15 cm wide. Mummy
Bear’s ear is
Baby Bear’s ear

the width of Daddy Bear’s.
is the width of Daddy

Bear’s.

Mummy Bear’s ear is ________wide.
Baby Bear’s ear is ___________wide.

3) Daddy Bear’s tail is 14 cm long. Mummy
Bear’s tail is

the length of Daddy Bear’s.

Mummy Bear’s tail is __________
long.

8a

Warm up task.
Work this out using a part‐whole model.

of 16 is equal to

16

of 16 is equal to

16

of 16 is equal to

16

8b

Comparing halves and quarters

Please see my example and working out can be
done in a maths book or separate piece of paper

1) There are 16 sweets in one packet. Would you rather have
them?

of them or

of

Why?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
2) Connie swam 6 m across the pool, which was exactly halfway.
What is the total length of the pool?
What is

of the length of the pool?

m

m

3) There were 12 bananas in the fruit shop on Monday. One quarter of them were sold
on Tuesday and one quarter of them were sold on Wednesday.
How many bananas were sold altogether?
What fraction of bananas were sold altogether over the two days?
Can you write this another way?
4) A book had 8 pages.

of the pages were pictures.

How many pages had pictures altogether?
Can you write this fraction another way?

8c

is equal to

The yellow
questions
here are
questions
taken from
past SATs
papers. I
would
provide these
throughout
the unit and
allow the
children to
attempt them
independently
first. Then,
we would talk
through it as
a class.

7

of 10

8

98-12

9

23+36

10

11

12

35 +

of 16

98+6+2

=66

Earthquakes
6 Italian scientists were convicted of manslaughter and sent to prison for failing to predict the 2009
L'Aquila earthquake in which 309 people died. They appealed their cases successfully and were not
eventually sent to prison.
You could try to find out:
· How earthquakes are measured.
· How easy they are to predict.

• About other cases where prison sentences have been handed out in unusual circumstances.
• How the appeals process works.
Read the passage below carefully and then answer the questions underneath.
The Earth's crust and the top of the mantle have about 20 tectonic plates, which are like puzzle pieces
covering the Earth. These plates are always moving and bumping into each other. We call the edges of the
plates "plate boundaries", which are made up of faults. These faults are where most of the world's
earthquakes occur. As the plates move, the edges get stuck because they are not smooth, but the rest of
the plate keeps moving. When the force is too much, it breaks free and that causes an earthquake. A
seismograph is a special instrument that records earthquakes. The base of the seismograph is on the ground,
and over that a weight hangs from a string. When there is an earthquake the base shakes with the ground
but the weight does not, and it draws a line to show how much the ground shook. Scientists use the
seismograms to measure how big each earthquake is.

1.

How many tectonic plates are there?

2.

What are plate boundaries?

3.

Where do earthquakes take place?

4.

Describe what causes an earthquake.

5.

What is a seismograph?

6.

How does a seismograph work?

All about...
Th.e rivers, streams, seas and oceans around us are full of fLsh. in all sorts of different sh.apes, sizes and
colours. Unlike us, fLSh. are cold-blooded creatures and live and breath.e in water. Th.e� h.ave bones but instead
of legs h.ave fLns, wh.ich. th.e� use to swim in water.

Fascinating Facts

Fish. are covered in scales and slime, wh.ich. h.elps th.em to
swim th.rough. th.e water.
African lungfLsh. cover th.emselves in a mud tunnel
underneath. th.e water in th.e lake th.e� live in. After th.eir
lake h.as dried up, th.e� can live for �ears buried in th.e
mud, breath.ing air and waiting for it to rain and fLll th.e
lake with. water again.

Where Do They Live?

Fish. are found in all of th.e world's seas and oceans from th.e warm tropical seas to th.e ic� polar waters. Th.e
t�pe of fLsh. th.e� are depends on wh.ere th.e� ch.oose to live. Some fLSh. prefer living in between coral and
plants or furth.er down towards th.e bottom of th.e sea, resting on th.e sand� seabed. Oth.ers prefer to live
near th.e surface of th.e water.

What Do They Eat?

Fish. eat different foods. Some fLSh. eat plants th.at grow in th.e sea or algae from th.e side of rocks. Wh.ilst
oth.ers, such. as th.e sh.ark, eat 0th.er fLsh. and animals including h.umans.

Staying Safe

FlatfLSh., such. as h.alibut, flounder, turbot and sole, can ch.ange th.eir colours and patterns so th.e� are th.e
same as th.eir surroundings. Th.e� often bur� th.emselves in th.e sand so th.e� are not seen.
Balloon fLSh. and pu.fferfLSh. can blow th.eir bodies up and use sh.arp spines and scales to defend th.emselves.

Questions about...

Fish

Answer the questions below in full sentences.
1 . Wh.at do fLsh. h.ave instead of legs?

2. Wh.ere do fLsh. live?

3. Wh.at do fLsh. eat?

4. How do flatfLsh. sta� safe?

5. Wh.at do pu.fferfLsh. do to defend th.emselves?

6. Wh.� do African lungfLSh. cover th.ernselves in mud?

Using Personal Pronouns
Subject pronouns

I

you

he

she

we

they

Object pronouns

me

you

him

her

it

them

1.

are not coming to our party anymore.

2.

Would

3.

I love my sister.

4.

like some cheesecake for dessert?
’s really kind to

need to put

5.

.

back on the shelf.

love going on holiday to Spain.

6.

I’m going shopping, do

7.

Jack saw

want to come with

in the park.

were on the swings.

8.

was lovely to see

9.

were happy that our train had finally arrived.

10.

That’s

11.
12.

over there!

?

today.

did it!

’s the first day of summer today, isn’t
I showed

13.

a photograph.

was suspicious.

is a brilliant dancer. We’re proud of

14.

Are

15.

I went to see my Aunt in hospital.

?

.

going to finish that painting?
’s recovering well.

